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MOUNT SPENCER GOLD AND 
MINERAL FIELD.
W ith S pecial R eference  to its Copper M ines .
INTRODUCTION.
The Mount Spencer Gold and Mineral Field, which is about 22 
miles south-west of Mackay, comprises two diagonally contiguous 
blocks of country on that spur of Connor’s Range which cuts off Sandy 
Creek from the Pioneer River. Its total area is about 15\ square
miles. (See sketch plan of fhe field.)
Gold has been worked to a. slight extent in the southern block, 
and thin coal seams have been shownf to occur thereon, but during the 
year 1909 nothing was being done, and no further reference need be 
made to this part of the field. On the north-western block, however, 
copper ore has been discovered in three distinct localities— on Pine 
Yale Creek, on the Bong Bong Gorge, and on the northern slopes of 
Ben Mohr, and the district’s present claim to notice is due entirely 
to the ‘results of the operations of the Pine Yale Company at the 
first-named of these places.
I visited the mine at the end of August, 1909, and have to express 
my indebtedness to Mr. W. Robertson, of Mirani, for his hospitality 
and for the assistance he gave me in the carrying out of my work.
H istory .
The discovery of copper ore in Pine Yale gorge was made by 
Orange and Keeley shortly after the opening of the Mount Flora field, 
but the prospectors did little work owing to the inaccessibility o f their 
find. During 1902 and 1903 the Aldershot Company executed some 
further development in the gorge, but nothing of much import resulted 
until 1905, when the Pine Yale Copper Company took up leases and 
put in the adit. Notwithstanding the favourable results of the work 
done, the English capital looked for has not been forthcoming; and 
in the latter part of 1909 the property passed, in satisfaction of debts 
incurred, into the hands of certain of the local shareholders, whose 
want of capital lias thus far hindered their resuming operations.
t The Geological Features of Hazledean, West of Maokay, e c. By B. Dunstan, 
Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1001. G.S.Q. Publi a,- 
tion No. 1(54.
8Literature.
Mr. A. Gibb Maitland in bis comprehensive monograph on the 
Mackay District, published 20 years ago, gives a short descriptionj 
of the earlier .workings, and Mr. Cameron has briefly reported^ upon 
the operations of the Aldershot Company in the Pine Yale gorge. 
The London firm of Messrs. Alexander Hill and Stewart reported 
privately upon the mine after an inspection had been made by Mr. 
Stewart in 1908, and as I have been given facilities to read the 
report, which deals with the newest and most important development 
in the Pine Yale adit, frequent references will be made to it.
Physiography.
The valley of the Pioneer to the west of the field is flat bottomed, 
but immediately east of the river the country rises precipitately, cul­
minating in such heights as Ben Mohr, which approaches 3,000 ft. in 
elevation above sea level. Many streams, taking their rise on this 
high country, have incised deep gorges in the mountain slopes, so 
revealing many mineral deposits that would not otherwise have been 
located without deep sinking. Pine Yale Creek, which is responsible 
for one of the deepest of these gorges, is in the south-western corner 
of the field, and enters the river a quarter of a mile below the con­
fluence of Stockyard and Black’s Creeks. Bong Bong Creek, which 
has also cut deeply into the range, enters the river half way along the 
western side of the field.
Leases.
(See plan of the Pine Yale leases.)
The Pine Yale leases are three in number: M.L. 7 is in the gorge 
about a mile above the river; M.L. 13 adjoins it in the south-west, 
and reaches up on to the high ridge south of the creek; and M.L. 14 
extends from the ridge top down to Stockyard Creek above its 
junction with Black’s Creek.
The Bong Bong leases are also three in number: M.L. 27 (the 
Bong Bong) is on the gorge ; M.L. 17 is on the mountain slopes to the 
east; and M.L. 16 (the Edith) is on the spur to the west.
On the northern slopes of Ben Mohr there is one lease— M.L. 8 
(the Ben Mohr).
The ground was held at the time of my visit under exemption 
from labour conditions on the score of want of capital, and, although
$ Geological Features and Mineral Resources of the Mackay District. By Andrew 
Gibb Maitland, Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane : By Authority, 1889. 
G.S.Q. Publication No. 53, p. 10.
§ Additions to the Geology of the Mackay at id Bowen Districts. By Walter E. 
Cameron, B A ., Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1903. 
G.S.Q. Publication No. 181, p. 19.
ADIT.
[L.C.B., photo.
Plate 1,—Looking N.E. up Pine Vale Gorge.
FROM THE FLATS ACROSS THE PIONEER RIVER.
9there has since been a change of hands, no attempt has yet been made 
to restart operations. No work at all has been done on M. Leases 
13, 14, and 17.
Transportation.
Mirani, which is 22£ miles from Mackay, is the most convenient 
railway station for the Pine Vale Mine, the distance thereto by road 
being 14^ miles. The Pioneer River is crossed twice, but, except for 
some deep gullies about half way and the part of the road in the 
gorge just below the mine* there are no obstacles to traffic. Both 
crossings might be obviated by the construction of a road down the 
eastern side of the river for 6 miles from the mine.
A tram line, connecting Septimus and the North Eton Mill, 
crosses the road about 8 miles from the mine, and a branch runs up 
the western side of the river to within 5 miles of the mine. (See 
sketch plan of the field.) These tram lines are now used solely for 
the transport of sugar-cane, but arrangements could be made for the 
handling of ore also. This wnuld necessitate tramming a total dis­
tance of 16 miles to Victoria Railway Station, which is 21 miles from 
Mackay. The tariff quoted by the Sugar Mill Company for tramming 
the ore is little less than that of cartage, and the balance is conse­
quently rather in favour of cartage through to Mirani. The installa­
tion of an aerial tramway and a motor service have both been men­
tioned, but their consideration can be left until large ore reserves 
have been revealed.
GEOLOGY.
Strata of Permo-Carboniferous age are found over the greater 
part of the south-eastern block of the field, but Mr. Dunstan has 
mapped in small areas of granite, felsite, and Desert Sandstone in the 
vicinity of Hazledean.
Granite, with at times a syenitic appearance, is exposed over the 
whole of the other block, except the extreme north-western and south­
eastern corners, which are covered by altered slates. The country 
rock of the adit, where fresh, is a light bluish syenitic granite. When 
it has not been indurated by mineralising solutions the colour changes 
during decomposition to dark-brown, and a porphyritic structure 
becomes visible.
An area of basaltic rock was observed in the ranges, a short dis­
tance north of the field. Evidence that this as lava reached the sur­
face by way of joints is found in such small dykes as those in the Pine 
appear to be cut off, and though the exposures were insufficient for 
Vale gorge. These run at right angles to the lodes, by which they 
actual demonstration, it is very probable that the ore-bodies are* 
younger than the basalt. One of the dykes observed was coarsely 
porphyritic, and had bands of vesicles parallel to, but a few inches 
from, each.wall. The presence of these gas cavities is proof that 
solidification took place under no great pressure, wherefore it may
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be argued that the amount of degradation since the eruption has 
been geologically insignificant, and the conclusion is reached that 
die ore deposits are of quite recent age.
The country rock in the Bong Bong area is not uniform in com­
position, differentiation into diorite being frequent. There has been 
some slight development of pegmatite on the Edith, where also segre­
gation of felspar and hornblende has taken place, apparently along 
sheet jointing. Near Templeton’s workings the rock is syenitic, and 
on exposed faces the felspar has weathered out, leaving hollow casts.
Ore-bodies.
Close examination of the various cupriferous oulcrops leads to the 
conviction that in the Pine Yale gorge the various workings, the most 
extreme of which are nearly half a mile apart, are not on one main 
fissure, but on a system of more or less connected, nearly parallel, 
sheet joints. My colleague, Mr. Cameron, who examined the Aider- 
shot workings some years ago, states that “ The lode is apparently 
an infilling of a joint plane of the granite with quartz and copper­
bearing minerals. There are no signs of movement of the walls of the 
lode, which has none of the features of a fissure vein.” The work 
done of late years has, in my opinion, entirely confirmed this finding. 
There are exposed in the northern part of M.L. 7 numerous parallel 
joint planes, on most of which quartz has been deposited, usually as 
leaders, often anastamosing, and sometimes bulging into reefs.
Fia. 1.— Q o a r tz  L e a d e r  in  G r a n it e .
SECOND FALLS, PINE VALE CREEK.
On the Second Falls in Pine Vale gorge the bare bed of the creek 
provides an excellent opportunity to study the nature of the quartz 
veins in the granite. The figures attached are drawn to scale, and
11
show the normal occurrence, the variability in width, and th,e fact 
that deposition is along a series of parallel or sheeted joints.
?< ! ? ? Veei
F ig . 2.—  Veins and L eaders on Connected Sheet J oints.
SECOND PALIS, PINE VALE GORGE.
The sheet form of the jointing is well exposed in the end of the 
adit, and a,n attempt to represent the face has been made in the 
attached figure, with resort to conventional stippling and hachure to 
bring out contrasts.
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That the ore-bearing solutions came in along joints there can be 
no doubt, and that the solutions were capable of attacking the granite 
is patent from the much-altered generally silicified adjacent and 
included country known to the miners as formation.
None of the crops would raise extravagant expectations as to 
the probable amount of ore available here, but so favourable have 
been the developments in the adit that speculations as to other 
unsuspected and rich bodies are permissible. It will be shown that 
any of the small or narrow outcrops may overlie ore-bodies of payable 
size and richness.
% The attached plan of the Pine Vale adit throws into prominence 
the fact that the richer ore occurs in lenticular shoots, strung out 
along an almost barren formation of altered granite. This ore is 
chiefly quartz, with which the copper is associated as bornite in vary­
ing amounts, the greatest (26% in bulk) being in the shoot on which 
the winze has been sunk.
The Mount Perry lodes are generally spoken of as being on true 
fissures, but after an examination of the chief workings thereon I 
came to the conclusion that, though the ruptures were extensive, 
little movement took place, and I think the fractures are rather joint 
planes due to contraction during cooling than fissures due to earth 
movements long subsequent to consolidation. In many other respects 
the Mount Perry lodes resemble those of Pine Vale, most noticeably 
in the sheet jointing adjacent to the ore-bodies.
PINE VALE.
The Pine Vale workings comprise: Orange’s shaft, sunk in the 
bed of the gorge by the original prospector ; the Aldershot adits and 
shafts, in the bed and on the side of the gorge, 15 ch. above Orange’s; 
the company’s adit, 9 ch. below Orange’s shaft ; and Lloyd-Owen’s pot­
hole, in the creek bed near the adit mouth. The older workings are 
inaccessible, and, as they have been allowed to cave in, it is inferred 
that nothing of great, pronxise was exposed by them. At the present 
time, therefore, the main opening of the leaseholders is the adit, 
which is depicted with some attention to detail in plan sheet 2 and 
has been described under a separate heading. The average width of 
the formation is 2 ft. 3 in., and of this about 18 in. the miners look 
upon as ore. A yield of 1 ton of 14 per cent, ore is anticipated per 
foot of driving on the richer shoots.
Subject to further developmental work, I am of opinion that with 
careful management the ore from the adit could, after preliminary 
mechanical concentration, be shipped at a profit.
Plate 2,—Looking up Pine Vale Gorge from the Landing.
orange’s shaft, near centre.
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Treatment.
The tenor of the lode as a whole is far too low for direct ship­
ment, but by mining the richest shoot and hand sorting, it has been 
possible in the past to send to Southern customs smelters a certain 
amount of ore for treatment. This practice of extracting even com- 
_ paratively small quantities of the richest ore is reprehensible, in that 
it may so depreciate the average value of the lode as to render the 
lower-grade stone unworkable under any conditions.
The copper content of my sample from the adit is somewhat lower 
than the lowest grade mined at Mount Perry, but the content of the 
ore as mined here will probably be above the average of that now being 
treated by the Mount Perry Company, which, being in the enviable 
position of having a number of lodes to draw from, has hitherto* 
smelted most of its ore direct (after the coarser fragments have been 
roughly hand sorted and the fines have been crudely jigged). As the 
Pine Yale ore contains between 50 and 70 per cent, silica, and is low 
in iron, the expense of direct smelting would be prohibitive, but in 
any case the quantity of ore in sight is not sufficient to justify the 
erection of furnaces at the mine.
The advisability of milling the ore prior to smelting it is now 
becoming apparent at Mount Perry, and it can, therefore, be easily 
understood that, in order to exploit a maximum of the ore available 
at Pine Vale, mechanical concentration locally is imperative; but, 
while this has been recognised, the tendency towards excessive slim­
ing, to be expected of such a mineral as bornite, has been against the 
experimental installation of one of the ordinary forms of tabular con­
centrating machines. The Elmore process may perhaps be suitable, 
and parcels of the ore have been shipped for experiment, but the 
results have yet to come to hand. However, given the ore blocked 
out in quantity, difficulty in treatment is not likely to seriously mili­
tate against exploitation.
Older W orkings.
(These are shown on Plan Sheet 1.)
Orange’s shaft is inaccessible and full of water. It is said that 
a wall of cupriferous ore formerly stood 20 ft. above the shaft, but 
it has now been completely demolished. There is a little quartz and 
some bornite in the tip at the shaft.
From Mr. Maitland’s report it is learnt that the lode varied in
width from 1 ft. to 1 ft. 3 in., and that in the quartz matrix there 
occurred malachite, azurite, copper pyrites, and tetrahedrite. It is
14
stated that on either side of the lode, and on the footwall more par­
ticularly, it has been subjected to a considerable amount of alteration, 
and that in this belt of altered rock occur several interlacing vein- 
lets of quartz. The underlie is given as from 63° to 67° to 
the south-east, which if persistent would bring the ore-body into the 
adit 100 ft. below. A chain to the east of the shaft is a cliff, due to a 
joint plane. This is strongly ironstained and attached to it there 
is a thin film of quartz, which has been mistaken for the crop of the 
lode met in the adit. The thin leaders of chalcopyrite-bearing quartz 
in the inner crosscut, 45 ft. from the orediody-in the adit and 110 ft. 
below the brace of the shaft, have been thought to be on Orange’s 
joint, being directly beneath the shaft.
The Aldershot Company’s shaft above the Second Falls is 47 ft. 
deep, and has been connected with the face of the cliff opposite the 
falls, but both shaft and adit have caved in. Mr. Cameron in 1902 
examined the adit and saw* “ about 2 ft. of solid white quartz stand­
ing vertically and splashed through with specks and lumps of bornite 
and chalcopyrite.” The crop is 2 ft. wide, but the lode at the. shaft 
bottom is said to be nearly 5 ft. across and to average 12 % 
copper. It is also stated that 15 tons of hand-dressed (25 to 30% 
copper) ore has been shipped from here. There is \ ton of 5%
ore at grass, and J ton of rejected fines,; the ore is lenticularly 
laminated dogtooth quartz, with a few splashes of chalcopyrite. The 
crop cannot be traced because of talus towards the north-north-east 
and the huge boulders in the creek bed to the south-south-west, but a 
small cupriferous formation at the intersection of two joint planes, 
which has been located across the creek from the adit, is indicative of 
the general activity of the metalliferous solutions hereabouts. The 
adit lode is probably to the east of those workings.
Another adit was put into the side of the gorge below the First 
Falls, but it also has caved in. The crop here is 6 to 10 in. wide,, and 
comprises quartz and formation with a little bornite. This may per­
haps be the crop worked down the creek by Orange, but it is impos­
sible to follow it because of the boulders in the canon.
A bunch of ore was opened on opposite the landing below 
Orange’s shaft, .but it is not certain that this was not a rolled block.
The lode is believed to have been located in the creek bed near 
the mouth of the adit by Lloyd-Owen, and leaders have been found 
in the bed 5 ch. below the adit ; but, the creek there making an abrupt 
bend to the right, no exposures of the joint system are known beyond 
that. Stewart’s and Clarke’s shafts, on the ridge south-east of 
M.L. 13, expose leaders, but they are too far to the east to have 
any connection with the Pine Vale gorge system of joints.
(ï.S.Q. Publication No 181, p. 19.
[L.C.B., photo
Plate 3.— Looking down Pine Vale Gorge and over the Mine.
Plan Sheet 2.
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The Company’s A dit.
When the Pine Yale Copper Company began operations here 
their objective was the rich ore reported to have been left by Orange 
but, his shaft being insecure, it was decided to drive an adit beneath 
the creek, beginning at a point 600 ft. south of the shaft, whereby 
there would be made available 110 ft. of “ backs.” Considering how 
little was known of the occurrence of the ore, this decision was pre­
cipitate. It was assumed that the lode was nearly vertical, whereas 
it has been shown to have a distinct underlie to the eastwards, and 
it was consequently intersected, 26Ö ft. from the hillside, much sooner 
than was expected. Fortunately the manager was induced to follow 
the lode instead of carrying out the original intention of making 
direct for the shaft, and the result of driving 450 ft. along the lode 
has fully justified his action. Beneath Orange’s shaft only thin 
leaders were found on this level by crosscutting from the adit.
The winze, which is about 355 ft. from the mouth, is 35 ft. deep, 
and from the bottom the ore has been stoped upwards for 30 ft. out 
and 20 ft. in from the brace on the adit level. There is still standing 
in the roof 4 ft. 3 in. width of ore, in which are bunches of solid 
bornite 12 in. across, and Mr. Parnell tells me that at the bottom 
there are two 9-in. bands of rich bornite ore, 9 in. apart, in a quartz- 
veined formation 6 ft. across. The stope and winze are now full of 
water, but Mr. Stewart estimated the average width exposed to be 
2G in. and the copper content 13 %.
The longitudinal section on plan sheet 1 shows that the end of 
the adit is now 120 ft. beneath the creek bed, and, by continuing the 
adit about 300 ft. further, the depth of backs will be doubled.
SAMPLING.
Labour for the thorough sampling of the mine was not available 
during jmy visit, but representative samples had been blasted down 
by Mr. Stewart, with the assistance of the manager, while the mine 
was working. To check the results obtained, I roughly took, with the 
caretaker’s assistance, a general sample from 22 stations over the 
whole length of lode exposed by the adit—the average width broken 
down being 20 in. The weight of the bulk sample was 4 cwt., and 
this was crushed and quartered down to an assay sample of 3 lb. 
wreight. This has been examined and found to contain (Government 
Analyist) :
Gold . 
Silver . 
Copper 
Lead .
Trace
2 oz. 1 dwt. 5 gr. per ton 
5*9 %
Zinc 
1 ron 
Sulphur 
Silica
Trace
4-8 % 
2*5 % 
721%
This sample is intended to give approximately the metallic con­
tents of the lode as it stands ,* but the poorest portions would be left
untouched iiî stoping, and the ore as run into the truck might then be
16
expected to average much higher in eopper and somewhat lower in 
silica. I understand that Mr. Stewart’s samples were taken with a 
view to obtaining the probable values of the ore as mined, and tabu· 
late his results below :
Ore at Grass. Estimated quail tity.
Copper. Iron.
%
Sulphur.
%
Silica.
%
Fine firsts .............. 20 tons 12-4
Fine seconds ............... 27 „ 10-6
Coarse seconds............... 80 „ 8*6 7*7 5 53 53*2
Thirds ............... 170 ,, 5*8 6 6 3*76 53*2
Lode in Adit. 
Distance from Mouth, 
feet.
W idth Sampled, 
inches.
Copper,O/' O
535 to 735 ...................................... 29| 4*9
415 to 495 ...................................... 22 15-3
365 ...................................... 28 17'8
350 .. . .  .......................... 29 14*2
320 ...................................... 18 15*7
310 ..........................  ... 16 178
270 .......................... 18 6*7
Stope ............. ........................ 26
1
13*0
PRODUCTION.
The yield per foot of driving on the Pine Yale adit may be calcu­
lated, when it is known that—
Thedistance driven along lode in adit is ..............  470 ft.
The stoping done is equivalent to driv in g..............  163 ft.
Making a total equal to ... 633 ft. driven.
There has been shipped ... 200 tons of 25 % ore, containing 50 tons copper
There is in the dumps ... 3001 ,, ,, ,, 22^ ,, „
Therefore there has been mim d 500 ,, 14  ^ ,, ,, 72£ ,, „
1 Mr. Stewart’ s estimate.
Thus the product has been 16J cwt. of 14^ pfer cent, ore per foot driven. 
Omitting blanks in driving, the 470 ft. is reduced to 370 ft., and the 
output per foot driven is then, as Mr. Stewart estimated, 1 ton of ore, 
worth £8 7s. (including the precious metals and taking the value of 
copper as £50 per ton). It is perhaps necessary to mention that in 
treatment there are some losses, but the total is convenient for com* 
parison with other similar ores, such as those of Mount Perry.
SHIPMENTS.
1889 1£§ tons of ore shipped from Orange’s Shaft contained 7 % copper
1903 2£$ ,, ,, „  * Aldershot adit ,, 20% „
1905-1908 193 „  ,, „  8 Company’s adit „  21 to 30%
a By the Aldershot Company, *
* By the Pine Vale Company.
[L.C.B., photo
Plate 4,— Pine Vale Adit from Clarke’s Claim.
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PROSPECTING TO BE DONE.
The precipitation o f iron oxide in the adit where the lode was 
first struck is evidence of the existence of an ore-body in the vicinity, 
and a drive should be continued back to the southwards along the lode 
towards the creek bed.
At the 500-ft. mark in the adit it will be seen that there is an 
intersection of joints, two of which, about 5 ft. apart, on the western 
side of the drive should be followed to the south-west, in which direo 
tion it is extremely likely that ore will be found.
Of even greater urgency than these is the extension of the adit 
to increase the amount of backs available for stoping, as well as to 
locate, if possible, other rich shoots of ore. Mr. Stewart has proposed 
extending the adit until opposite the First Falls, and then connecting 
with the surface for a main shaft, but it seems to me that the main 
shaft would be better located nearer the mouth of the adit. It is, 
however, a question that can be left to the mine manager to decide 
after conducting further prospecting.
MINING COSTS.
The cost of driving along the lode in the adit for over 500 ft. is 
computed to have averaged .£3 9s. per foot, a very high figure even 
for a sectional area of 40 square feet, considering that practically no 
timbering was required. A contractor has offered to drive a further 
500 ft., at a rate of £2  2s. 6d. per ft., the company to provide power 
and timber. The acceptance of this would result in the saving of a 
few shillings per foot, and probably some reduction could also be 
made in the cost of power production by securing fuel at less exor­
bitant rates than hitherto, and by making a few necessary improve­
ments to the boiler.
In connection with mining costs it may be mentioned that the 
machinery at the adit is valued at £1,400, and includes a three-drill 
air-compressor (with 25-h.p. portable loco.-type boiler), drills, and 
mine pump.
BONG BONG.
The granite in this locality is much jointed, and channels for the 
passage of ore-bearing solutions are therefore not wanting. Develop­
ments here, however, have not been as satisfactory as could be 
desired, though both copper and lead have been found.
Bong Bong (M.L. 27).
(See plan sheet f.)
Years ago a shaft was sunk on a lead lode in the northern part 
of this lease by a man named Drew, and an adit has during the last 
few years been driven 60 ft. along the lode by the Pine Yale Company.
B
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The shaft has been filled in and the ädit is caving, but the crop can be 
seen in the approach to be 1 ft. thick ; it cuts out, however, within 
50 ft. in the adit. There is stacked at the mouth of the adit about 
2l· tons of lead ore containing (Government Analyst) :
Lead ............... =  4 6 %
Gold ............... =  Traco
Silver ............... — 19 d w t. 14 gr. per ton
On account of the small size of the lode and the low metallic content 
of the ore the abandonment of the workings was advisable.
A crop of ferruginous quartz having been located on the hillside 
above the adit, a crosscut was put in from near the end, and at 138 ft. 
cut a siliceous copper lode, 2 ft. 6 in. wide, and carrying copper to 
the extent of 10 %. The lode material is reddish decomposed 
syenitic granite, with intersecting quartz veins containing central 
nodules and bands of bornite. This was driven on for 10 ft., but in 
the face it has pinched to less than a foot in width, and consists 
chiefly of a poor crushed formation with well-defined but not slicken- 
sided walls. A second barren crush formation was cut 30 ft. out from 
this lode, and this is likely to be cupriferous below water-level. The 
“ firsts” at grass amount to only 2 cwt., and are very siliceous, but 
probably carry 20% copper. The “  seconds ” have been mostly 
washed away, only 3 tons now remaining, and this carries about 5% 
copper.
In the south-eastern part of the lease there are several old caved- 
in shafts on a lode striking easknorth-east. * The ore at grass is very 
siliceous, and the occurrence is probably similar to that at the 
northern workings. These are presumably O'Brien’s workings, 
referred to by Mr. Maitland.*
E dith  (M.L. 26).
(See plan sheet 1.)
A number of trenches and costeans have been opened in the 
northern part of this lease on an .easknorth-east.striking line of sheet 
jointing and segregation. There is no lode material proper, although 
the country is sometimes iron and manganese stained, and even traces 
of oppper minerals were noticed in only one of the openings.
T empleton 's .
On the heights about 1J miles east-north-east of the Bong Bong 
workings is a lode which was worked 15 years ago and repegged in 
1907. A shaft, now flooded and caving-in, was sunk 50 ft., and other 
potholes were opened. Some ore was packed away from here, and 
there is at grass 5 tons of “  seconds ”— quartzose, greenish, indurated
* G-.S.Q. Publication No. 53, p. 10.
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formation, stained with azurite and malachite and containing some 
bornite. This claim was visited by Mr. Maitland in 1889, when it 
was known as Duffey’s.
BEN MOHR.
The conditions of occurrence of the ore in much jointed, fine­
grained, syenitic granite are not unlike those in Pine Yale gorge, 
but no lode that could under any circumstances be considered payable 
has yet been located.
Ben Mohr (M.L. 8).
(See plan sheet 1.)
There are a number of sheet joints, 6 in. to 2 ft. apart, which dip 
75° to the south 30° east, and along some of them the country 
has been altered, while along others cupriferous quartz has been 
deposited. Twenty years ago Drew and Mackay sank a shaft in the 
eastern portion of. the lease, but it has been filled in by floods and 
most of the ore raised has been swept away. At the shaft the 
country between two joints 12 in. apart is more or less quartz-veined; 
chalcopyrite occurs in interstices, and besides there are small aggre­
gates of blende and smaller pills of galena.
Some i  ch..to the south o f the shaft other leaders, dipping to the
south-east, have been located, and, though no ore is showing, there are 
strong acid stains, indicative of the presence of sulphides near by.
15th April, 1910.
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EUNGELLA GOLDFIELD.
FIELD NOTES (Abridged).
----- +----
INTRODUCTION.
The Eungella Goldfield originally comprised an area of less than 
100 square miles, and extended northwards from the head of the 
Broken River, along the western slopes of the Clarke Range, which 
lies about 40 miles inland from Mackay. By proclamation dated 
October, 1909, the area was increased to 126 square miles by the 
inclusion of Urannah No. 6 block. Until quite lately vehicular traffic 
reached the field from Mackay via Nebo, but the construction of a 
road down the face of the range has brought the mines within easy 
distance of Finch Hatton, the terminus of a railway from Mackay. 
The exploitation of the reefs at the head of the Broken River and on 
the lower part of Bee Creek was responsible for the reservation of 
this land for mining purposes, but the lower Bee Creek workings, 
which are on Urannah No. 6 Block, were not included within the first 
proclaimed boundaries. During the last few years some prospecting 
has been done at the head of Bee Creek, but nothing of a payable 
nature has been reported. A third group of reefs on the Broken
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River, near the south-western corner of the field, has given some 
employment to a few prospectors at odd times, and the Mount Barker 
silver-lead mine is in the vicinity of the same.
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The condition of the field during the year 1909 was one of stag­
nation, there being only two miners on the Old Eungella workings 
at the head of. the river, two at the furnace workings below the 
station, half a dozen in the scrub at the head of Bee Creek, and half 
a dozen on the lower Bee Creek workings. I examined 13 lines of 
reef on Bee Creek, 4 lines on Old Eungella, and 5 lines in the 
neighbourhood of the furnace.
The Mines Department, on behalf of Mr. Edwin Blaxland, has 
lately had analyses made of 17 samples of ore collected by. miners on 
the field. The results are as follows (Government Analyst) :—
Reef. Gold. Silver. Copper.
Oz. d*v C gr. Oz. dwt. gr.
No. 1. M undic 0 0 10 8 16 9 3 7 per cent.
„ 2. Landslip ............. 0 0 10 112 0 1 ‘8 per cent.
3· Andrews Creek 0 4 0 5 8 0
„ 4. ,, ,, Tunnel 0 5 14 0 14 0
5. Martin’s ............... 0 0 9 0 2 0
» β· Chinaman’s ............... 0 1 5 0 3 14
» 7. Silver L o d e ............... 0 3 5 3 2 9
„ 8. Stockyard ............... 0 11 14 0 14 19
„ 9. Wallaby Bidge 0 1 5 0 3 5
„ 10. Highland Chief 0 5 5 1 15 14
„ 11. McLachlan's 0 0 9 0 6 19
„ 12. Wallaby Hocks 0 0 9 0 2 19
„ 13. Lord N olan ............... 0 19 14 4 7 14
„ 14. O’Brien's ............... 0 7 14 1 0  0
,, 15. Joyful H a l ............... 0 8 5 32 16 0 7*8 per cent.
„  16. Boomerang............... 1 2 0 7 16 0
„ 17. Great Eastern Trace 0 15 14
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, it is reasonable to 
suppose that the samples are of the better class of stone at grass.
The Bee Creek workings were reported on by Mr. A. Gibb Mait­
land 21 years ago,1 but his paper is now out of print, and he will 
therefore be quoted at some length below. Mr. Cameron visited the 
field in 1902, and his report will also be referred to later on.
Old Eungella has been well equipped with batteries. There is 
still on the northern side of the river, below the Orchid, a 10-head 
stamper battery complete, and on the opposite side of the river there 
is a 5-head battery driven by a water wheel. The first was built to 
treat the stone from the Orchid, and the second was installed for the 
crushing of the Lady Norman ore. The water supply proved the 
chief trouble with the latter, as the dams built in the river were 
swept away in floods.
Many years ago a small reverberatory furnace was erected on 
the left bank of the Broken River below the homestead, for the
1 Geological Observations at the heads of the Isaacs, the Sut tor, and the Bowen 
Rivers. By Andrew Gibb Maitland, Assistant Geologist. Brisbane : By Authority, 
j889. G.S.Q. Publication No. 54.
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reduction of the Mount Barker ores. The record of output and the 
ingots of lead on the ground show that the furnace must actually 
have been operated, but it is now in ruins.
GEOLOGY.
The bed rock'over the greater part of the Eungella Goldfield is 
an acid intrusive which varies greatly in mineral composition, and 
on the whole should be classed as grano-diorite. Altered sedimen- 
taries crop along the Broken River and isolated patches of the same 
metamorphics are in evidence on the higher ridges to the north, show­
ing that the crown of the massif must there have had a very slight 
pitch southwards. The pneumatolytic minerals referred to below 
point to the same conclusion— that on the Eungella Field we are 
near the upper periphery of the Cattle Creek granite intrusion. The 
wide-spread distribution on this field of lead and zinc ores, under 
similar conditions of deposition, albeit mostly in small quantities, 
constitute it a definite minéralogie province. It was impossible for 
me to do any detailed geological work in the short time available 
owing to the fact that the range is covered by dense vine scrub and 
besides it rained almost continuously during my visit.
BEE CREEK.
Bee Creek is a tributary of the Broken River, rising on the range 
near the crossing of the new road and joining the river about 11 miles 
to the west.
Alluvial.
A few ounces of gold have been obtained from the bed of Bee 
Creek in its upper part. The metal is mostly in small flakes, but 
knotted hairlike forms (due to stringing together of crystals) and 
smooth but contorted forms (due to elongation of single crystals) are 
also found. Small quantities of gold have been washed from 
Andrew's Creek, and a little more than “ tucker ” can be got sluicing 
the lower beaches of Bee Creek, but the miners tell me they have 
been unable to bottom on the bed of the creek itself.
Reefs.
It is a characteristic of the Bee Creek deposits that they ail strike 
either east and west or north-east and south-west and dip at high 
angles to the south or south-east. On the whole, the evidence points 
to the ore bodies occurring on' master-joints of some persistence. 
Pegmatite was observed at Waters and the Silver Lode and at the 
Treacle. This rock and the associated molybdenum minerals (molyb­
denite and wulfenite) are indicative of a genesis connected with the 
cooling of the granitic magma, and the ore deposits must therefore be
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expected to resemble those of tin. While the inspection was in pro­
gress it was thought the silver-lead contents of the lodes might allow 
of profitable concentration, but the assays quoted below dissipate any 
prospect there may have been, even if the lodes were much wider than 
is the case.
The following is a list of the reefs described in the complete 
report :— Andrew ; Annie ; Buttercup ; Coral Tree (P.C., No. 1 East, 
No. 2 East, No. 1 West claims); Eureka; G-olden Crown; Highland 
Chief; Highland Mary (P.C., No. 1 East claim ); Junction; Landslip; 
Lord Nolan ; Martin’s ; Phoenix ; Queen ; Rattan ; Silver Lode (No. 1 
and No. 2 leases); Stockyard; T. and H. ; Treacle; and Water’s.
•
Buttercup.
Two trenches, within J mile to the west-north-west of where the 
new road crosses the range, have been opened on a lately discovered 
crop of quartz, which in one of the openings is 4 ft. across, but in the 
other is 18 in. wide at the surface and feathers out to 6 in. within 
a depth of 7 ft. The quartz has a promising appearance, and con­
tains bunches of partly oxidised crystals of pyrite. A sample, taken 
from over the whole width, has been found to contain (Government 
Analyst) :—
Gold ... =  Trac<\
Silver ... =  4 dwt. per ton.
A minute quantity of a heavy yellow powder that had been washed 
from the soil near this crop was shown me by the prospectors. Since 
my visit some extra work has been done and some quantity has 
reached the Geological Survey Office, where it has been determined 
by Mr. J. A. Smith to be wulfenite (the molybdate of lead). The 
prospectors have also sent in a large sample of ore, which has 
assayed (Government Analyst) :—
Gold ... =  8 dwt 10 gr. per ton.
Silver ... =  31 oz. 14 dwt per ton
Copper. =  0 ‘4%
Lead ... =  4 ’6 %
No particulars are given of the occurrence of this ore, and the value 
of the deposit cannot therefore be estimated. The quartz crop should 
be traced along its strike to the north-east and south-west, and a 
shaft should also be sunk on the reef between the two trenches. The 
country rock here has decomposed into red clay, and its nature was 
not ascertained. It is most likely slate, but the grano-diorite should 
be met after sinking a short distance.
Another crop of gossany quartz has been sunk on in the gully 
5 ch. to the east of the above. It is 6 to 9 in. thick and dips at an 
angle of 70° to the south-eaft. Mr. Blaxland’s sample No. 1 is believed 
to have come from this line.
A third lies 10 ch. beyond this to the no-rth-north-east.
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Coral Tree.
The Coral Tree workings are in the granite country, 9 miles 
below the divide and within \ mile of Bee Creek. The strike of the 
line is approximately east and west and any hade is to the south. 
Three claims were in force at the time of my visit— the P.C., No. 1 
East, and No. 2 East; but the holders of the first and third were not 
present. Several shallow openings have been made along the line 
besides the main shaft on the P.C. and that on the No. 1 East, but 
they reveal nothing of importance. It is strange that so little work 
has been done by the claim-holders since their trial crushing was put 
through. The outcrop does not indicate a shoot of ore of any length, 
but such may nevertheless exist at the P.C. shaft, and some driving 
should be done to settle the question.
The main shaft on the P.C. was begun over 20 years ago, and is 
said to be now 70 ft. deep, but was accessible to. me only to the 
46-ft. level, where 6 ft. west from the shaft the lode is about 2 ft. 
wide (although only 12 in. wide, 10 ft. above), but 10 ft. east from 
the shaft it pinches to 9 in. in the roof and 15 in. in the floor. Mr. 
Myers, the chief shareholder in the claim, has been told that ore 
extends right across the shaft bottom ; but there are conflicting 
reports. A parcel of 8 ^  tons of ore from the 40-ft. level, sent to 
Charters Towers for treatment in February, 1909, gave a yield o f  
3| oz. gold per ton. The seconds from this ore amount to about 
tons, and now lie at grass ; the heap contains a great amount of 
chalybite and zinc blende with some included galena and crystals o f 
quartz.
The No. 1 East shaft, which is 4 ch. east of that on the P.C., is 
25 ft. deep. The shaft is on a ferruginous formation, 6 in. wide; in 
the shaft bottom little quartz is showing, but that found above con­
tained chalcopyrite and free gold, the latter in interstices. The claim- 
holders informed me that 10 or 11 oz. of gold had been dollied from 
the material raised from a shoot of stone, about 3 ft. in length, on 
the eastern end of the shaft. Work had practically ceased here be­
cause the shaft had passed from weathered into hard unaltered grano- 
diorite, in which the cost of sinking was excessive.
On the No. 2 East potholes have been sunk in search of the reef, 
but want of success seems to have disheartened the prospectors, who 
were absent.
A No. 1 West claim was formerly held and a shaft sunk, but as 
far as known without meeting the ore-body, though Mr. Maitland, 
reported two nearly parallel leaders 12 to 20 in. apart.
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Highland Chief.
The reef here worked— at the time of vi&it by one man—has 
generally been considered to be the eastern extension of the Coral 
Tree, although its strike is eastr by north and its dip 3 in 1 south­
wards. A ferruginous formation 6 to 12 in. wide can be seen on the 
ridge J- mile east of the Coral Tree No. 1 East. In this there occur 
bunches of dog-tooth quartz with limonite on the interspaces with 
traces of malachite, and it can be crushed for good prospects of gold. 
A shaft sunk many years ago on the formation to a depth of 40 ft. ( ?) 
has now caved in. A sample was taken of the 5 cwt. of stone 
paddocked here, and has been found to contain (Government 
Analyst) :—
Gold ... =  8 dwt. per ton
Silver .. =  6 oz. 5 dwt. 5gr. per ton
See also Mr. Blaxland’s sample No. 10*
Highland Mary.
The Highland Mary line has been shown by Mr. Maitland to 
lie about J mile north of the line of the Coral Tree. Two old shafts 
— the P.C., 45 ft. deep, and the No. 1 East, about 50 ft. deep— are 
now inaccessible, the former having fallen in. At the P.C., where the 
lode which Mr. Maitland found to be 6 to 10 in. thick dips 3 in 1 to 
the south, there is 10 tons of ore paddocked. This consists of 
siderite, galena, blende and chalcopyrite with limonite in dog-tooth
quartz; and a sample of 
.Analyst) :—
it has been assayed* as below (Government
Gold =  1 dwt. 14 gr. per ton
Silver =  5oz. 9 dwt. 5gr. per ton
Lead =  o-i%
Copper ... =  0-3%
Zinc - 2-4%
At the No. 1 East shaft 9 in. ferruginous formation can be seen 
to strike west 10° south vertically. An attempt has lately been made
to treat the stone by dollying and panning off, but the work proved 
unremunerative.
Landslip.
The Landslip, one of the latest discoveries, crops in Boehmeria
Creek, about ^ mile below the crest of the range where the road
-crosses. A shallow hole exposes an iron-stained formation 6 in. to
2 ft. wide, in which pyrite-bearing quartz occurs in bunches 6 in.
thick. It gives some promise of being cupriferous at a depth, and
further work should be carried out here. The country rock is grano- 
diorite. See Mr. Blaxland’s sample No. 2.
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Lord Nolan.
This line was formerly known as the Queen, ànd a shaft was sunk 
35 ft. on the reef in the early days. It lies about 1A mile south of 
Bee Creek and the same distance from the Coral Tree. The present 
holders have driven an adit 75 ft. into the hillside along the hanging- 
wall of a formation of pinitised granite, in which are bands of gossan 
containing occasional lumps of galena, and which towards the face 
has the appearance of a stockwork. A sample was taken from 
several points along the adit over an average width of 2 ft., and 
yields (Government Analyst) the disappointing result :*— 1 
Gold ... =  2dwt. per ton
Silver ... =  1 oz. 14 dwt. per ton
Lead ... =  5*1%
About 12 tons of gossany ore has been paddocked. That obtained 
near the mouth of the adit contained a payable quantity of gold, but 
there has been a gradual decrease inwards. The old shaft is on the 
footwall of the same formation, and has not yet been connected with 
the adit. The crop has been traced for SO ft. to the north-east of the 
adit and for 5 ch. to the south-west. The lode is promising in appear­
ance, but the result of assay is not encouraging.
Specimens sent to the Mines Department since I left the field 
have been assayed as follows (Government Analyst) :—
Gold
Silver
Copper
Lead
a
4 dwt. ) er ton 
lo z  15 dwt. per ton
b c
2 dwt. pei· ton =  5 dwt. per ton
SO oz. per ton =  12 oz. 1(3 dwt. per ton. = 213%
= 12%
(a) 3 lb. weight of g ssany quartz 
(δ) Specimen of galena weighing 1 lb.
(c) Three specimens of rock showing blue and green carbonates of copper and 
some galena with lead carbonate.
Silver Lode.
This was originally held under lease by the Broken River Gold 
and Silver Prospecting Company. It is an east-west striking forma­
tion, 20 in. wide, cropping in granite country for over a mile. An 
old shaft lies about \ mile east of Bee Creek and 2 miles east of the 
Coral Tree. This is said to be 65 ft. deep, but has been burnt out, 
and is consequently inaccessible. Mr. Maitland gives the reef’s thick­
ness at the bottom as 4 to 6 in., but 26 ft. below the surface it was 
2 ft. 6 in. wide. The ore paddock contains 10 tons of stone, chiefly 
quartz, of which the interstices are filled with powdery limonite,
1 See, however, Mr. Blaxland’s s imple, No. 13.
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turgite, etc., exhibiting traces of the original chalcopyrite, pyrite and 
galena, as well as stains of iron and manganese oxides. A sample1 
from here assays (Government Analyst) :·—
Gold ... =  3dwt. per ton
Silver ... =  2 oz. 15 dwt. 14 gr. per ton
Lead ... =  1*1%
Copper ... =  0*1%
Treacle.
Some trenching has been done a mile north-west of the Silver 
Lode on what is probably a body of pneumatolytic origin. There is 
exposed a body of quartz, 3 to 12 in. thick, dipping very flatly (1 in 
5) to the south-east. Associated with the quartz, which is coarsely
crystalline, there àre bunches of plumose muscovite, and small lumps
of chalcopyrite occur between the quartz crystals. Further a few 
spangles of molybdenite were noticed in the solid quartz, but the
average would be little more than a trace. The same dyke has
been trenched about 100 yds. to the south, and here the biotite
bundles are chiefly on the walls, the countiy being medium grained
gi ano-diorite. The claim is held for gold reefing, but the precious
metal is not likely to be found in payable quantities here.
Water's.
There is a peculiar crop of yellowish gossany material on a low 
ridge overlooking Flaggy Creek about 1J mile south-east of the Coral 
Tree. It probably averages 4 ft. in width (the shoads cover double 
this) and 1|- ch. in length. It is bounded on the south by a mound 
of pegmatitic granite, but elsewhere by grano-diorite. A sample from 
over the whole length yields (Government Analyst)
Gold ... =  Nil
Silver ... =  Trace
Lead ... — 0*2 %
Traces of lead are therefore present in the crop, and greater quan­
tities are likely to be found in sinking here.
OLD EUNGELLA.
The mines at Crediton, the official name of this centre, were 
formerly reached from Finch Hatton by steep bridle paths, but a 
well graded track has now been cut through the scrub to the new 
road on the range, and this could easily be made passable for 
vehicles.
Alluvial.
The occurrence of zircon in wash on the Broken River has long 
been known2 and a defined deposit of zircon wash has been reported/ 
the stones being in grains averaging about a carat in weight, usually
1 See also Mr. Blaxland’s sample, No. 7.
2 See Annual Progress Report for 1900, B. Dunstan, Assistant Government 
Geologist.
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in rounded forms. Local miners informed me that the stones are 
found in quantities in Bull Creek just above the old reef workings 
and in the main river bed 5 miles above the same. It is worthy of 
note that zircons occur in some quantity on Moonlight Creek (Mount 
Britten), and at the head of Constant Creek.1 There is strong pre­
sumptive evidence that thè mineral has been derived from the dis­
integration of the trachyte flows capping the coast range above each 
of these localities.
Four distinct lines of reef were seen— three of them in granite 
and one in the sedimentär ies— to the south. The altered sediments 
include slates and quartzites, and interbedded with them there are 
considerable flows of andesite. Some historical information will be 
found in Mr. Cameron’s report,2 and further notes on the reefs are 
given below.
The complete list of reefs and workings is as follows :— Gertrude 
(Gertrude, Gladstone and Yerrawonga Claims); Lady Norman (Gracie 
Norman or Lady Norman No. 1 North, Lady Norman or Homeward 
Bound, Canadian or Lady Norman No. 1 South, Lady Norman No. 2 
South or Day Dawn or Hervey’s and Newman’s, Mowbray and Eureka 
Claims) ; Laura (Highland Chief and Laura Claims) ; Orchid (Orchid 
and numbers and Hermit Claims).
Gertrude.
This line of r e e f  strikes north-north-east with a steep dip westr 
north-westwards. Several shafts have been sunk on it, with little 
result, in the slates, and an adit has been driven along it at the 
northern end in the granite, where it has a very promising appear­
ance. The workings are on the Yerrawonga Range about a mile south 
of the township, and the EungeUa station road passes within a few 
chains of them.
Lady Norman.
A number of claims have had payable crushings from this line 
of reef, which strikes north-north-east in altered slate country. Old 
plans show that the Gracie Norman and Homeward Bound main 
shafts are on a shoot 130 ft. wide which pitched steeply northward.
Laura.
This line lies \ mile west of the Gracie Norman; its strike is 
north and south, and its underlie is to west; and the country rock 
is altered tuffaceous slate.
1 “ Geological Features and Mineral Resources of the Mackay District.” By 
Andrew Gibb Maitland, Assistant Geologist. Brisbane : By Authority, 1889. G.S.Q. 
Publication No. 53, page 9.
2 “ Additions to the Geology of the Mackay and Bowen Districts.” By 
Walter E. Cameron, B. A., Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane : By Authority, 
1903. G.S.Q. Publication No. 181.
Orchid.
A line of reef on the northern side of the river attracted much 
attention early in last decade. It received a thorough testing, but is 
evidently of little value.
The Hermit is the name of the only claim now in existence—it 
' being on the old No. 1 East. No payable stone is yet showing.
FURNACE SITE.
The ruins of the old smelter lie on the left bank of the Broken 
River 2J miles north-west of Eungella Homestead. It has been taken 
as a convenient datum point.
Reefs.
A number of small reefs with little patches of rich surface stone 
have been worked in the slates north-west of that arm of the granite 
massif on which the homestead is located. Some of them appear to
occupy permanent channels, but their small size and the irregular 
occurrence of the gold are against their continued working.
Mr. Jack has reported1 an unusual occurrence of wolfram, with 
quartz, mica, garnets and iron glance in a lode 12 to 18 in. wide. The 
locality is given as 2^ miles north-north-west of the homestead.
The reefs described in the full report are : Boomerang, Common­
wealth, Joyful Hal, Lifeboat, and Ophir.
MOUNT BARKER.
This silver-lead mine lies about 2 miles west-south-west of the 
south-western corner of the goldfield (excluding Urannah No. 6). The 
outcrop of the lode is a very promising one, and, as the construction 
of the new road has brought it within 20 miles of the terminus (Finch 
Hatton) of the Cattle Creek railway— as against the 100 miles for­
merly necessitated to Eton— it is thought opportune to draw attention 
to what has been done here. The state of the workings did not permit 
of my making an underground examination,^ but three separate in­
spections have already been carried out by officers of this department.
The Mount Barker mine was first inspected officially by Mr. 
Maitland in 1889, when a depth of 80 ft. had been reached.2 In 1893 
Mr. Jack, after a minute examination, made a private report, which 
is quoted in full by Mr. Cameron, who visited the mine in 1902 and *
1 “ The Geological Features of the JVlaekay District.” By R. bert L. Jack, 
Government Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1887. G S.Q. Publication No. 39, 
page 6.
* Geological Observations at the heads of the Isaacs, the Suttor, and the B>wen 
Rivers. By Andrew Gibb Maitland, Assistant Geologist. Brisbane : By Authority,
1889. G.S.Q. Publication No. 54, page 3.
brought the record up to date.1 The plans show that the lode crops 
over a distance of nearly 7 oh., and has a width in one place of over 
50 ft. Five shafts, the shallowest reaching 30 ft. and the deepest 
83 ft. from the surface, are shown. At the 60-ft. level a crosscut 
proved 4 ft, 5 in. width of lode material, samples from the richer 
bands of which yielded 19 to 47|- oz. silver and 53 to 71% lead, Mr. 
Jack concludes “ The ‘ Lead Lode’ is large and gives every indication 
of being capable of furnishing great quantities of ore rich in lead, 
and containing silver wdiich would likely average at least between 
30 and 40 oz. to the ton. . . . ”
Since Mr. Cameron’s visit the main shaft (B) has been sunk to 
114 ft., and much driving has been done, but access may now be had 
only to the upper levels, where little is to be seen. I was particu­
larly struck by the prominence of the southern part of the outcrop, 
and consider, it warrants some further examination, the want of 
success in the adit and No. 4 shaft notwithstanding.
The table subjoined is believed to contain the full output from 
this mine ; the first two items having been taken from Mr. Cameron’s 
table, while the remainder are from ore purchase notes lent me by 
Mr. Swayne, M.L.A., of Mackay:—
Ore. j Silver.
Value of
Lead. Copper. Zinc. Gold. Silver,
Date. Oz per and Copper Remarks.
% % % Com entTons. J (allowed.)
1891, Mar. ...
i
7 i S• a (j 46 56
31 37
1893, Apr. oH 46 68 . 9 12 4 Aldershot
o  l x 104 14 16 7 0 >>
June ... 32 υ 8 2 13 37 10 0
1895, Apr. ... i « 2 9 * 07*35 13 9 1 London
June ... 0* 77 12 5 9 8 9 9
Aug. ... 3 0 « 61*7 59 19 3 99
m i m 100 16 8 11 9 9
1897, Feb. ! " 1 9* 2 6 « 54*4 199 10 8 H
1898, Mav ... m 2 8 « 46 25 28 2 8 9
1904, Aug. ... i)JB. 2S 68-6 "6 111 13 1 Melbourne
1905, July ... 2 X j 21 75 2 25 4 2 5»
Total •58 iS 1
Lead ore 5 4 * 3 0 « 58-25
Copper ore ... 4 ^ 8 5 « 13%
The presence of much zinc in the ore has hitherto been an 
obstacle to the economical treatment of the ore, but several processes 
are now offering for the removal of the zinc from lead ores and for 
its subsequent recovery with the other metals. Of such may be 
mentioned the Murex magnetic process, Horwood’s flotation process, 
and the Bisulphite chemical process.
1 Additions to t he Geology of the Mackay and Bowen Districts, By Walter E. 
Cameron, B. A., Assistant Government Geologist. Br sbane : 11)03. G.S. Q. Publi- 
tion No. 181.
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CATTLE CREEK.
Cattle Creek, a tributary of the Pioneer River, rises on the 
eastern fall of the Clarke Range.
R eefs.
In the upper part of the valley of Cattle Creek, several copper- 
bearing lodes have been located, about half way between Finch 
Hatton and the range, where it is crossed by the Bee Creek road* 
The country here is granite. A reference to these occurrences is 
advisable for purposes of record, as they really belong geographically 
to the field.
Christie's.
This is a 6-in. quartz leader carrying interstitial bornite and chal- 
oopyrite. It strikes north and south, and has been exposed on the 
western side of portion 83v, Mia Mia. About 30 cwt. of ore has 
been shipped from here, and there is at grass 2J tons, which should 
average 3% copper, and is said to carry 4 dwt. gold per ton. The 
faces exposed are not of a payable quality, but further prospecting 
may locate a rich shoot.
John Downie.
A good deal of surface work has been done on this leader, which 
as now exposed is only *2 to 3 in. thick. It consists of nearly equal 
parts of quartz and gossan containing malachite and azurite. A 
parcel of 5 cwt. sent to Aldershot is stated to have yielded 11 dwt. 
gold, 12 or 14 oz. silver, and 10% copper. The leader would seem* 
however, to be too thin for work to be profitably resumed.
Mountain Bull.
The Mountain Bull formation is located in the northern part of 
Tv, Mia Mia (which is now freehold). Four shallow shafts have sunk 
on the crop, and a short adit has been driven along it, but the work­
ings have all caved in. The formation as exposed is made up of alter­
nate bands of ferruginous country and thin quartz leaders. A ship­
ment of 5 tons, made before the discovery of the Eungella reefs, i» 
reported to have returned a handsome profit to the claim-holders. 
The seconds now at grass, amounting to 3 tons, consist chiefly of dog­
tooth quartz with stains of copper carbonates and interstited chalco- 
pyrite, the copper content being not above 2%.
Silver King (M.L. 16).
The Silver King line is of some interest and apparently worthy 
of attention, but underground inspection was not attempted, as the 
holding was deserted during my visit. The crop lies between portions 
99v and 83v, Mia Mia, and has been traced over a total length of
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5 ch., its strike being north-east and south-west and its hade to the 
north-west. Near the main shaft it is siliceous quartz-veined granite 
2 ft. wide, but besides there is a parallel 6-in. leader 4 ft. from it in 
the footwall. A small dyke of decomposed diorite is seen in several 
openings to occur within a few inches of the quartz. Ore to the 
amount of 20 tons has been shipped, and the seconds at the main shaft 
amounting to 4 tons, containing 1% copper, present as sporadically 
distributed bornite in the quartz and as malachite in the altered 
country. An examination of this stone shows that the lode is of the 
replacement variety, more or less complete metasomasis of the 
original granite having taken place after shattering and infiltering 
tty siliceous solutions. The main shaft is supposed to be 92 ft. deep. 
At 50 ft. the reef contracted to 5 in., but in the bottom it is said to 
be 16 in. wide; and 9-in. blocks of quartz from there now at the 
surface contain quite 3% copper. The richer copper ore is believed 
to assay high in silver, the concentrates running up to 200! oz. silver 
per ton.
15th March, 1910.

COAL AT BLACK ROCK CREEK.
(Near the  Sea Co ast , North - w est  of Mackay.)
By LIONEL O. BALL, B.E.,
ASSISTANT GOVERNMENT GEOLOGIST.

COAL AT BLACK ROCK CREEK.
(Near the  S ea Coast, N orth- w e s t  of Mackay .)
Mackay, the port and chief centre of a rich agricultural district, 
is situated near the mouth of the small and shallow Pioneer River, 
and, the stream being navigable for very small vessels only, the whole 
of the produce of the district has to be lightered to the anchorage, 
which is more or less sheltered by Flat Top Island. The undeniable 
disadvantages under which the public are placed have resulted in the 
advancement of the claims of Port Newry, which lies 25 miles north­
west of Mackay; and it has been stated that, with a comparatively 
small expenditure, the port would afford excellent accommodation for 
shipping. Mr. Cullen, Engineer for Harbours and Rivers, has informed 
me that the port has a good approach from the sea, and has sufficient 
area and depth, but that the cost of a wharf and causeway to connect 
same with the main land would be so great that there is no likelihood 
of the necessary works being undertaken in the near future.
The importance of the fact that a short distance inland from Port 
Newry coal seams crop out was quickly recognised by residents, parti­
cularly those of Proserpine, who have done most of the prospecting
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work at Black .Rock Creek; but the generally dirty nature of the 
seams opened and their inclination at Black Rock Creek is likely to 
militate against any further active search for coal in the district, at 
least while shipping facilities remain as at present.
Official reports on the geology of the district have been published 
by Messrs. Jack,* Maitland,! Dunstan,f and Cameron.§
Mr. Jack conjectured, from the abundance of white sandstone, 
that the measures between Constant and St. Helen’s Creeks might
belong to the lower series of the Bowen River Coalfield.
Mr. Maitland gives extensive descriptions of the strata exposed, 
and mentions the crops in portion 1450, on Black Rock Creek. The 
map accompanying,his report was the first published giving details of 
the geology of the area.
Mr. Dunstan, though he did not reach Black Rock Creek, saw the 
workings at Hampden, where a seam of inferior anthracite was met 
at a depth of 16 ft., and he advised that the search be prosecuted 
towards the north-west on Murray, St. Helen’s, and Black Rock 
Creeks.
Mr. Cameron’s report, copies o f which are still available, con­
tains a digest of the work by previous observers. His map differs in 
many places from the older one of Mr. Maitland, whose “ 'Bowen River 
bedded basalts,” “  intrusive diorites,” and “ bedded diorites” are no 
longer distinguished from the coal-bearing strata ; notwithstanding, 
some attempt has been made to show the “  siliceous sandstones” of 
Dr. Jack, these beds overlying the coal at Black Rock, Macartney 
Creek, Mount Toby, and Mount McGregor.
My own visit was made to see the result of certain work done 
during the last two years by the Black Rock Creek Coal Syndicate, 
Limited. Iain of opinion that the stratigraphy is very much more com­
plicated than any o f the maps would indicate, but, though I hâve 
traversed most of the district, the fragmentary information collected 
and the coal measures themselves do not warrant the publication of a 
revised map, which would undoubtedly have to J>e itself revised in case *§
* Geological Features of the Mack a y District. By Robt L. Jack, Government 
Geol· gist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1887. G.S.Q. Publication No. 39.
f  Ge logical Features and Mineral Resources of the Mackay District. By 
Andrew Gibb Maitland, Assistant Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1889. G.S.Q. 
Publication No. 53.
ΐ  Tl e Geological Features of Hazeldean, west of Mackay, with Notes on the 
Coal, Limestone and other mineral products of the Mackay District. By B. Dunstan,
F . G.S., Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1901. GJ9.Q. 
No 164.
§ Additions to the Geology of the Mackay and Bowen Districts. By Walter E. 
Cameron, B .A ., Assistant Government Geologist. Brisbane: By Authority, 1903.
G . S.Q. Publication No. 181.
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of further prospecting being undertaken. Any map published should 
certainly.show Mounts Blackwood, Jukes, Martin, Ossa, Pelion, <fec., as 
belonging to the trachytic series, while a granitic area should be 
marked between Farleigh and The Leap. Further, there is a well- 
marked basal volcanic series, good exposures of which were seen at 
Mirani on the south and Murrinda on the north, and this ought to 
be distinguished from the coal-bearing beds on a geological map,
Mr. Cameron fully describes the coal crops in Black Rock Creek, 
on portion 1450, St. Helen’s, and gives an analysis stowing about 16 
-per cent, of ash; but the exposures are now unsatisfactory, owing to 
caving and flooding. At the top of one hole a 15-in. band of shale, 
dipping 1 in 1 to the south-south-west, separates two seams of coal, 
respectively, 2 ft. 6 in. and 18 in. thick, and, from the evidence of the 
dump, it is assumed that the lower part of the shaft was also in shale 
and coal. A sample of the coal chips from the southernmost shaft has 
been found to contain (Government Analyst) :—
Water ... ............... 1 2 %
Volatile hydrocarbon < 14-S %
Fixed carbon............... 52*2 %
Ash (fight ash) 31'8 %
It is non-caking and non-coking. Mr. Cameron’s sample from the same 
place contains much higher fixed carbon and volatile hydrocarbon 
with less ash, but deterioration may have since been brought about by 
weathering.
A series of five bores has been put down on the ridge to the east 
of the creek. The bore records are most disappointing, the sites 
chosen being to the north of the crop, so that the strata pierced are 
below the main seam, which has been traced along its strike for over 
two miles to the east-south-east of Black Rock Creek, and on which 
during 1908 two shafts were sunk at distances of one and two miles 
respectively from the creek.
No. 1 shaft is 20 ft. deep, and follows the dip of the strata;—  
47 deg. to south 15 deg. west. The section exposed below the roof on 
the eastern side is—
Coal * ..........................  .......................... 9 in.
Sh de band ... .. ... . . 1 in.
Coal .............................................................. 1 ft. 0 in.
Shale band • 2 in.
Coal .............................................................. 1 ft. 6 in.
Coal and bands (three bands ^ to 1 in. thick) If»··. 6 in.
Coal (slightly crushed) ... 1 ft. 6 in.
Coal (with twelve ^-in. bands) .............. 1 ft 0 in.
Coal .............................................................. 1 ft. 0 in.
8 ft. 0 in.
A sample was broken down from acioss the.whole width, un­
avoidably including all small shale bands and much dust. The coal
was found, on examination, to be both dull and bright, in the latter 
case with cubic fracture, except where slightly crushed. Its com­
position is as below (Government Analyst) :—
Water ... ... ... l l ’O %
Volatile hydrocarbons 24*2 %
Fixed carbon ... ... 46'3 %
Ash (light pink) ... 18‘5 %
It neither cakes nor cokes. The ash is undoubtedly very high, and 
as a rule the coal shipped in bulk is much less pure than samples 
taken at the face; but the miner, by throwing back the less pure 
portions of the seam, might possibly send out a higher grade product. 
A most pleasing feature is the decided improvement towards the shaft 
bottom, the shale bands either petering out or thinning perceptibly.. 
It should also be noted that the section given is not complete, as more 
coal has been partly exposed above the roof and beneath the floor of 
this seam.
No. 2 shaft has caved in, and the section is visible for only 12 ft. 
below the surface. Owing to caving, the shales of the roof are well 
exposed and are seen to contain Calamites (?) and Glossopteris as 
well as other plant remains. The following is the section :—
Roof.
Goal .............. 10 in. 1 Coal 2 in.
Shale band 1 in. I Shale ........................... 2 in,
Coal .............. 10 in. 1 Coal .. ............. in.
Shale ............. 4 in. Crushed s h a le ............... 3 in.
Coal .............. 9 in. Coal ........................... 6 in.
Shale .............. H  in. i Slic’<en?ided shale 6 in.
Coal .............. 2 ft. 3 in. , Coal ........................... 2 in.
Lenticular hand  ^in Coal (crushed, pinching) 1 ft. 0 in.
Coal 2 in. i Coal (increasing) 1 ft. 2 •in.
Shale .............. 2  ^in. ' Slickensided floor
The coal, except where crushed, breaks with a cubical fracture, 
and appears to be of good quality. My sample was taken from across 
the whole width, omitting bands where possible. The face was very 
dirty, and the coal has suffered frpm the effects of weathering, so that 
the high- ash content (Government Analyst) is to some extent ex­
plained „
W a te r ..........................  2 ‘4 %
Volatile hydrocarbons 16 2 %
Fixed carbon..............  60'0 %
Ash (grey) ..............  21 ‘4 %
It is non-caking and non-coking. Two tons of the coal is stacked at 
the shaft, and a sample takèn from it contains (Government 
Analyst) :—
W a t e r .........................  1*8 %
Vola'ile hydrocarbons 17*3%
Fixed carbon.. .. 62*3 %
Ash (grey) .............  19*1 %
It cakes and partly cokes. It can be made to burn in an open fire, and 
part of it shows a tendency to cake ; while not smokeless, it does not 
produce a large amount of smoke during combustion.
From the above data it will probably be concluded that the Black 
Rock coal seams are of little present value. The seams do undoubtedly 
contain a great many shale bands, but these seemingly decrease in 
thickness with depth from the surface, and within a short distance 
.payable sections should be encountered. The angle of dip is high, 
and the expense of working the seam would therefore be greater than 
on the other coalfields of Queensland. The strata north of the Black 
Rock coal crop and between St. Helen’s and Alligator Creeks are 
somewhat less disturbed than at the shafts, and thin coaly beds (one 
of them within half a mile of navigable water) have been detected. 
There is consequently a possibility of payable seams being discovered 
in this area, but the proved productive, measures should not be 
neglected, and the country to the west and north-west beyond the 
Rise and Shine Mountain and Mount Catherine calls for examination.
The people of Mackay are naturally desirous of having coal found 
for them nearer the port, but, though seams have been located on 
Jolimont Creek, at Hampden, on Mount McGregor, and on Mount 
Toby, a gradual deterioration of the coal is manifest in that direction, 
and I am not at all sanguine of workable coal being discovered 
between St. Helen’s Creek and Mackay. The crop in Moxon’s Gully 
(off Jolimont* Creek), on portion lv , Ossa, not hitherto reported, is of 
some promise, but the natural coke cropping near by is evidence of 
the presence of destructive igneous intrusions; and on the whole the 
district between the Pioneer River and the coast to the north is, owing 
to the abundant evidence of comparatively late volcanic activity, not 
in any case to be looked on very favourably as a field in which to 
prospect for coal.
By Authority: Anthony James Gumming, Government Printer, William street, Brisbane.
4th May, 1910.
